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About This Game

Animal Super Squad is a new and creative game where a big part of the gameplay is created and shared by the community.
Players can create their own maps, upvote the best maps, and once a week, have a chance at being featured in the Weekly
Spotlight. All gameplay assets used by the developers of the game are available for the players to use in the level editor,
consisting of hundreds of assets and easy-to-use scripts. However, if you just want to play other people’s maps instead of

creating your own, that’s perfectly fine too, we won’t judge you, everyone’s welcome here buddy.

Naturally, you can play the developer-made Adventure Mode as well, which feature a smooth learning curve in the beginning,
and frustratingly impossible levels in the end.

Feature list:

Play as your favorite animal

As long as your favorite animal is either a chicken, a fish, or a sloth

Choose from a variety of vehicles

Each with different controls, don't worry, you'll figure them out along the way

Get to the other side of the level to win
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You know how this works, you’ve played games before, jeez

Unlock stuff!

Like a useful tinfoil hat or a dead octopus on your head

Don’t cake your pants

Community-driven level editor

gives endless replayability by letting you make and share levels, and compete in making the best (or worst) level

Physics-based gameplay

is 100% accurate in 90% of the time, (to be honest, we don't really know how physics works)
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Title: Animal Super Squad
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
DoubleMoose Games
Publisher:
DoubleMoose Games
Release Date: 15 May, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 x64 or later

Processor: Intel Core i3 6100 / AMD Ryzen 3 1200 or equivalent

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics 520 or equivalent

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,Simplified Chinese
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I had this game for so darn long and I played like 2 hours, but those 2 hours were so fun. This game's mechanics are just su fun,
you can enjoy this game even if you just play 2 hours, like me!

It's really fast, and easy, but you can easily get stuck on points that are made for that, but all of them are beatable. Secret things
aren't so secret, but requires a minimum of skill to get them.

A colorful design, and a great design of controls, that you can do anything with one hand, and play the game with the other one,
what a great design, right?

Rate 9\/10, still have some things to master, but still, a great game.. I did my part. A very long long time ago in the galaxy far far
away....
THERE IS A CHICKEN RIDING A TOILET!

10\/10. HASHIRE SORI YO
KAZE NO YOU NI
TSUKIMIHARA WO
PADORU PADORU. I AM A BIRD. We need to help Pewdiepie to destroy T-Series

The game is fun btw
. sub 4 pewds NOW
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It may look childish at first (and it really is), but once you hop into the hilariousness, you're going to enjoy the stupidity at least a
bit, I can guarantee that.

I love how the game is so well made to its finest details. Graphics are so pleasing to look at and I didn't encounter a single issue
with the looks in general. It's beautiful, cute cartoon stuff.
The gameplay is great! I always loved games where you have many objects that do their very unique things. Animal Super
Squad has a LOAD of these. Vehicles are nice, very inspired by Happy Wheels, but that's not something I consider as very bad.
They are fun to play with and that's the important thing.
Even though I didn't use much of the editor, I absolutely do not overlook this feature. We need more people to express their
creativity. Sure, not the simplest editor to understand, yes. Though, it's still easily available to us, made for us, to make our ideas
come true. It really shouldn't be a forgotten thing.

There's really not much negative to talk about, seriously.

I don't like to compare games too much, but this can be considered as a cute, improved remake of Happy Wheels.
Definitely not disappointed of this investment!

SUB TO PEWDS. SUBSCRIBE TO PEWDIEPIE. BEST GAME (help pews destroy t-series it sux). \ud83d\udc4f\ud83d\udc4f
game review.

Animal super squad is happy wheels but it does not get boring.
I recommend. It is fun.

Subscribe to PewDiePie
Unsubscribe from T-Series
Dislike YouTube rewind 2018

Bonus points for subscribing to Dolan darker and grandayy.. If this game wasn't "made by PewDiePie" I probably wouldn't have
bought it. With that said it's a fun little way to pass time. Altho it's more of an free-to-play online flash game. But i enjoy it..
GAME\ud83d\udc4fREVIEW\ud83d\udc4f
Where's ''Subscribe to Pewdiepie'' achievement?
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